The effect of spatial parameters on oscillatory movement displacement thresholds.
Earlier work has established that oscillatory movement displacement thresholds (OMDT) are a form of hyperacuity. There is speculation that the mechanism determining OMDT, like motion perception in general, involves direct motion sensing at high temporal frequencies of oscillation and spatial localization processes (from which motion is inferred) at low temporal frequencies, which are both hyperacuities in their own right. OMDT were determined, for three experienced observers, over the temporal frequency range 1-15 Hz, for three stimulus lengths and three stimulus widths. Both decreasing stimulus length and decreasing stimulus width increased OMDT at all temporal frequencies. Furthermore, the resulting functions consistently exhibit a "kink" in the temporal frequency midrange. The results are interpreted as evidence that there are two subsystems involved in the analysis of visual motion with the kink indicating the transition where one system begins to predominate over the other.